Books Received

GENERAL

Complete Manual of Criminal Forms Federal and State, by F. Lee Bailey and Henry B. Rothblatt. Rochester: The Lawyers Co-operative Publishing Company, 1968. Pp. lix, 835. Cloth: $35.00. Subject: Brings together the most commonly used forms in the practice of criminal law. Both state and federal examples are included and, if used imaginatively, almost every type of criminal motion or order can be prepared by employing these practice models as guides.


The Law and the Low Income Consumer, Supp. No. 2, edited by Carol Hecht Katz. New York: New York University School of Law, 1968. Pp. ix, 417. Paper: Price unknown. Subject: This supplement is devoted to the legal problems of the low income consumer. The materials have been compiled to acquaint legal services attorneys with legal issues and actions that can be taken on behalf of their clients, rather than to recount in great detail the evils that confront the impoverished consumer.

and point out ways to solve them. The rise of group legal service plans to aid not only the poor but also the middle and lower-middle income levels of society is predicted and the failure of the legal profession to take advantage of new technological advances and organizational procedures is pointed out.


**The Tax on Accumulated Earnings.** Chicago: Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1968. Pp. 128. Paper: $3.00. Subject: The law of accumulated earnings is presented and such facets as tax computation, the role of intent, burden of proof and multiple corporations are explained.

**CASEBOOKS AND TEXTBOOKS**